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elcome to the second issue of The Cowboy Chronicle
Quarterly. Our first issue was greeted with enthusiastic
approval and we hope to build upon that, improve with every
edition, and make it a publication you truly look forward to
receiving.
The Thirteenth Annual SASS Convention
This issue features exclusive coverage on the SASS Convention, which returned to its roots in Las Vegas last January.
The Convention has been a wonderful venue for 13 years, at
which members could dress in their finest clothes, visit vendors displaying the newest in Cowboy attire, equipment and
accessories, attend informative and helpful seminars put on
by some of Cowboy Action Shooting’s™ finest participants,
and much more. Sadly though, as I’m sure you’ve read elsewhere, this SASS event ceased being economically feasible a
Convention or so ago. As a consequence, it’s likely unlucky
13 will likely be the last. It was great fun while it lasted.
New Territorial Governor Criteria
This was covered in last month’s editorial, but is important enough to bear repeating here. Effective immediately, the

VISIT

From The Editor

By Skinny, SASS #7361

Life Member requirement to be a Territorial Governor is history
and now almost any SASS member in good standing may be
elected TG.
******************************************
The new criteria are:
• You must have completed three-plus consecutive years as an
active SASS Member.
• You must belong to at least one SASS-affiliated club.
• You must be RO I and RO II certified.
• Must have attended at least one SASS-sanctioned match event.
******************************************
As a reminder, a Territorial Governor is:
• Appointed/elected by the SASS-affiliated club members he or
she represents.
• Is the affiliated club’s official representative at SASS Territorial Governor meetings.
• Is committed to serving the interests of his or her club consistent with the promulgation and preservation of Cowboy Action Shooting™ and “the Spirit of the Game.”
—Skinny
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By Captain George Baylor, SASS Patron #24287, Regulator
Photos by Black Jack McGinnis, SASS #2041;
Tex, SASS #4; and Major Photography

enderson, Nevada, December
2-6, 2015. The SASS Convention is a more or less annual
gathering where we do SASS business,
such as the Territorial Governors Summit. We have seminars on SASS ® related topics, we present the annual
Wooly Awards and induct members
into the SASS Hall of Fame, we shop
at vendors, we wear costumes (sometimes two or three a day), and we party.
Don’t forget the partying. We have
done this thirteen times. Somehow I
managed to survive every one. This
convention was held at the beautifully
appointed Green Valley Ranch Resort,

next door to Las Vegas. The hotel, convention center, and casino were in one
sprawling building. Misty Moonshine’s
SASS staff organized another well-run,
well-planned convention that unfolded
virtually flawlessly.
As usual the convention started
with registration on Wednesday afternoon and the first party that evening,
the Welcome Warmer and Cocktail
Mixer. This took place at the Lobby
Bar, a pleasant little bar just big enough
for the crowd to fit comfortably. The
snacks were excellent. As usual at conventions, nearly everyone dropped by.
Thursday morning the opening cer-
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Captain George Baylor,
SASS Life / Rugulator #24287

emonies and breakfast was in the
Grand Ballroom. Judge Roy Bean
(SASS #1) gave the welcoming speech.
Then came the Wooly Awards presentation. Bone Orchard Ammunition—
Velocity Munitions, Inc. won the
product of the year. (We tested Bone
Orchard’s Cowboy loads in the November 2015 “Dispatches from Camp Baylor” column in The Cowboy Chronicle).
The gun of the year was Cimarron
Firearms’ 1889 Coach Gun. I’ve been
trying to get my hands on one for a test
article. Still working on it. The Match
of the Year was Eldorado, the Nevada
State Championship by the Eldorado
Cowboys, Boulder, Nevada. They have
been putting on excellent matches for
years, so the award was well earned.
TG of the year was Texas Jack Morales
(SASS #5026). Mernickle Custom Holsters was the merchant of the year. (A

The SASS Convention fashion show was represented with a wide array of excellent outfits.
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Opening Ceremonies
at the Thirteenth Annual
SASS Convention
opened with a
formal presentation of the
United States Flag
by the SASS Color Guard.

The Thirteenth
SASS Convention . . .

test of the latest Mernickle HP rig was
in The Cowboy Chronicle Quarterly in
January 2016.) The Paradise Pass Regulators, Etna Green, Indiana was Club
of the Year.
Exhibit Hall
Vendors set up on Wednesday and
stayed until Sunday morning. They
could clothe you for a SASS Match:
Adventure Designs, Buckaroo Bobbins,
Redwing Trading Company, River
Crossing, Inc., and Waddie Wear.
Earthwalkers had custom boots for “da
agony of da feet.” You could get a new
hat from Colorado Mountain Hat Company or D Bar J Hat Company. There
were guns and gunsmithing galore:
Cimarron F.A.C., EMF Company,
Longhunter Shooting Supply, Shotgun
Boogie Gun Works, Ruger Firearms, an
Taylors & Company. With guns you
need holsters and gun belts: Mernickle
Holsters and Ted Blocker Holsters
could handle that. Bullets & More had
bullets… and more. Kona Cowboy
Coffee could keep you awake. Major
Photography could take pictures of you
in your new duds or your party outfit.
You could win a fantastic rig by donating to Happy Trails Foundation. Then
there were shooting organizations:
The
VISIT
ISIT US
US AT
AT
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Cowboys, Cowboy Fast Draw Associa-

Convention attendees attired in authentic (and not so authentic) sleepware
added to the merriment of the “unsupervised” Pajama Party.

tion, National Rifle Association, and of
course, Single Action Shooting Society
(SASS), where all of the SASS Mercantile products were available.
Chickaroo spent most of her time in her
room with her computerized embroidery machine customizing SASS Mercantile items on the spot. The wild
card, so to speak, was Townson Productions, who have a new, revolutionary trauma kit for gunshot wounds.
We’ll talk more about them later.
Seminars
Then the heart of the convention—
the seminars—started. Seminars were
nominally one hour long with 30 minutes between for setup and teardown.
Mrs. Slick Shot (SASS #691) gave
Costuming Tips and Tricks. Topics
included thrift-store
and SASS-cycled
SASSNET.
.COM
COM
SASSNET
clothing options, updating garments,

and sewing tips.
Coyote Cap (SASS #14184) held his
popular and informative Gunsmithing
Simplified. This had a lot of tricks, dos and
don’ts you probably won’t find elsewhere
in one place. He also gave Tricks of the
Trade. “You are on the firing line, the time
is ticking away and something has just gone
wrong with one of your firearms. What do
you do?” The seminar gave some instant
fixes for common “on the line” issues.
Frederick Jackson Turner had his
always popular and informative Shoot
Like a Champion, Part I and Part II.
After many years of missing it because of scheduling, I finally got to see
SASS Hall of Fame member Jim Bowie’s
Dismantling, Care, and Maintenance
of 1866 and 1873 Rifles. Jim (SASS
#4775) also held Dismantling, Care,
(Continued on page 10)
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Misty Moonshine fields questions from SASS members at the SASS Forum.

The Thirteenth
SASS Convention . . .
(Continued from page 9)

and Maintenance of 1897 Winchesters
and Dismantling, Care, and Maintenance of Ruger Vaqueros. If you missed
any of them, you can still see them in his
newly remade DVDs on his classes for
66-73s, 97s, and Ruger Vaqueros available at cowboysandindianstore.com.
The SASS Costume Contest Management and Administration Hand-

book was revised effective January
2016, so Texas Flower (SASS #43753)
and Cat Ballou (SASS #55) held a new
seminar on it, covering it thoroughly.
Silver Heart (SASS #48482) and
Lacey D’Oyly (SASS #89955) hosted Reloading for Ladies along with their special guest Gail Drake of Dillon Precision.
It was for ladies only. Later they gave
Gun Care and Maintenance for Ladies.
The Doily Gang held two ladies
only classes by Shamrock Sadie (SASS
#78511): Fundamentals—as the title

suggests, it was on the fundamentals of
Cowboy Action Shooting™. Advanced
Techniques covered “a brass bucket
full of information to take you to the
next level.”
Bloomin’ Yankee (SASS #70484)
did two thorough beginners classes on
Ribbon Flowers—Roses and Leaves
and Ribbon Flowers—Pansies and
Dogwood Blossoms.
Shotglass, (SASS #17153) held
How to Dress (& Shoot) On A Budget.
(Continued on page 12)

Victorian Tea proved once
againUS
to be
oneSASSNET
of the highlights
of the SASS Convention.
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(Continued from page 10)

“Don’t sew? Do sew, but don’t have time or funds?” Shotglass demonstrated how easy it is to find items to make your
costumes and how to mix and match costumes.
Judge Roy Bean Holds Court. “If you ever wanted to
have an opportunity to meet, chat with, and ask questions
of the founding father of SASS and Cowboy Action Shooting™, here’s your chance.”
CD Tom (SASS #10411) gave his SASS Premier Scoring and Match Management seminar. CD Tom’s program
is up to version 22.7 and works with ACES. He shared all
of its features and tricks.
Captain Baylor gave Black Powder for Dummies,
newly revised, showing dummies and smart folks how to
use black powder and substitutes without the necromancy
soot lords require, also Authentic Men’s Costumes.
Hall of Fame member Chuckaroo (SASS #13080) held
two seminars: Advanced Stage Writing—“Good stage design can make or break a match. Safety, timing, flow, target
placement, shooting sequences, and the Cowboy “fun factor” can be controlled, and you can be a hero.” How to
Hold a New Shooters Clinic—“An important and educational seminar designed to help you orchestrate a new
shooters clinic introducing new shooters to the sport of
Cowboy Action Shooting™.
Evil Roy (SASS #2883) presented two seminars: Cowboy Action Shooting™ and Wild Bunch Action Shooting.
Topics included guns and gear as well as shooting techniques for beginners to advanced shooters.
Bullet Basics by Pecos Clyde (SASS #48481) and Butterfinger Kid (SASS #90127) of BAM (Bullets and More)
explored the various bullet types and offered some insight
regarding lead-lubed bullets, moly-coated lead bullets, and
poly-coated lead bullets.
Hall of Fame Member and END of TRAIL Co-Match
Director Lassiter (SASS #2080), one of the true experts on
the Lightning rifle, the 87 lever action shotgun, and stage
writing conducted How to Care For and Shoot the Lightning Rifle, How to Care for and Shoot the 87 Shotgun,
and Stage Writing.
Jews of the Old West was held by Solomon Star (SASS
#208). Solomon Star, in non-SASS lif, Dr. Lewis Holtzman,
a docent at the Autry National Center’s Museum of the
American West, conducted this educational and entertaining
lecture. This conflicted with one of my seminars every time
it’s been held (including earlier conventions), and when I
mentioned I really wanted to see it, Solomon let me know
it’s on YouTube.
Shotgun Skills. Multiple State, Regional, and World
Champion Deuce Stevens (SASS #55996) took an entry
level approach to teaching tips and ideas, various loading
techniques, and preferred equipment for both doubles and
97 shotguns.
VISIT

A Saturday night banquet followed by dancing and
general camaraderie marked the close of the Convention.

Costuming extraordinaire Cool Hand Lizzie (SASS
#54154) taught Pattern Making From Existing Garments.
Hands on demonstrations included sizing the garments up to
fit the modern figure.
Sergeant Shuster (SASS #60835) taught two seminars:
The Real Story of Billy the Kid—this seminar featured what
is real, what is conjecture, and what was just made up in
books, films, legends, and more; and Old Las Vegas, which
covered the history of Las Vegas and the surrounding Nevada
territory from the dawn of time through the early 1900s.
Miss Tabitha (SASS #26972) conducted two seminars:
Dances of the Victorian Era was good to prepare for Saturday
night’s Silver Ball. Guilty by Association—Dancehall Dancers
vs. Soiled Doves showed, despite the myths of history, not every
girl on a saloon stage or in a dance hall was a “bad girl.”
Ol #4 (SASS #41004) gave Shooting Black Powder
Buffalo Rifles—“Learn some tricks to improve your bigbore black powder Buffalo Rifle’s accuracy and performance.”
Jim Dunham, aka Kid Rio (SASS #2741) presented How
Wild was the Wild West, a look at a number of the historical shootouts of the frontier era and how they happened and
The Gunfighter in Movies and Television covering the
1903 movie The Great Train Robbery through Wyatt Earp,
Tombstone, and Bill O’Reilly’s Legends and Lies. Jim was
also featured speaker at the Silver Ball.
Gunshot Wound Lifesavers Workshop by Larry Townson
of Townson Productions, who developed and patented the first
trauma kit in the U.S. specifically for gunshot/stabbing wounds.
His kit is now utilized by tens of thousand of law enforcement
officers throughout the U.S.
Hall of Fame members Wild Shot (SASS #51), and Mrs.

US AT SASSNET.COM
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Slick Shot taught Cowboy Clays, an informative seminar on how to incorporate Cowboy Clays into your
SASS Shooting Matches. They are the President and
Director of the wildly successful Founders Ranch Shotgun Sports Club and have been putting on Cowboy
Clays matches at the Regional and World Champion
level for many years.
Territorial Governors Summit
Simultaneously to the seminars, the Territorial Governors Summit took two hours on Thursday and three
hours on Friday, but they did get a breakfast reception
on Friday.
There were also meetings of SASS State Match directors, Regional and Divisional Match directors, and
a Mounted Territorial Governors and Advisory Committee Summit.
Victorian Tea
VOTES FOR WOMEN! The rallying cry of the Single Action Suffragette Society (SASS) rang out throughout
the halls of Green Valley Ranch. Miss Mary Spencer (SASS
#55147) and Purity Gold (SASS #97905), ably assisted by
Grey Fox (SASS #223) and Sergeant Blaney (SASS
#97508), hosted a multi-course, sumptuous, high tea.
D Bar J Hat Company SASS Convention Party
Quite possibly the best party in the history of SASS
Conventions occurred Thursday night when busses took
conventioneers to D Bar J’s party room at their hat making/restoring facility. The room includes, of course, a
display of hats, but also hat making machines from the
ninetenth century and a collection of hat blocks that can
handle just about any style. A 600-gallon Top Hat aquarium in the center was an attention getter. Café Rio Mexican Grill provided dinner. Dancing and music (not
nineteenth century) by T. J. Tyler entertained. The open
bar was appreciated and we didn’t have to have a designated driver because of the busses. Note that David
Johnson and the folks at D Bar J contributed everything.
A good overview of the party is on YouTube. If you play
it you should know that yes, Frank Sinatra was reincarnated for the party in the person of T. J. Tyler.
SASS Hall of Fame Ceremony
and Reception
Friday night the latest crop of SASS Hall of Fame
was inducted. Inductees were Colonel Dan (SASS
#24025), Coon Creek Old West, (Lowleta, SASS #4828,
and Buck Butler, SASS #4827, proprietors), Justice B.
Dunn (SASS #4515), Ramblin’ Rose (SASS #2811), and
San Juan (SASS #1776).
Pajama Party (Unsupervised)
We followed instructions to “don your comfy (or
not so comfy) pajamas and join your fellow SASS Conventioneers in the Lobby Bar for an unstructured gathering of pajama pards. The party was unstructured. As
(Continued on page 14)
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(Continued from page 13)

promised there were plenty of cameras on hand. As the photos will no doubt show, sleepwear went the gamut. Only
people who have watched the uncut version of “The War
Wagon” will appreciate the following statement. I went as
John Wayne was dressed in one scene. You can thank me
later for not going as Kirk Douglas.
Old Western and
Victorian Fashion Show
Miss Tabitha and Mad Mountain Mike (SASS #4385)
presented the show especially tailored for SASS shooters.
Practical, beautiful, historic, fanciful, all were featured in a
wide range of Wild West, Native American, Victorian, and
B-Western styles, accompanied by commentary by Miss
Tabitha. The supermodels did a fine job.
RO Classes
Both Cowboy Action and Wild Bunch RO classes were
held.
SASS Forum
Saturday afternoon, the SASS Board of Directors—the
Wild Bunch—hosted a Q & A about the future of SASS. I
know at least one questioner drove 400 miles to ask a question. We had questions on “Why don’t we have a monthly
printed Cowboy Chronicle?” (Short answer to a long story—

VISIT

Blackjack Zak, serving for the first time as
Territorial Governors Summit moderator,
consulting with Deuce Stevens.

because of massive cost increases and advertisers going to
cheaper internet advertising, SASS was losing $27,000 a
month, and when we offered to keep it for people who paid a
few bucks extra, only a few did.) There were several rules
questions, and questions Mike Wallace would have approved
of, questioning why there was a dues increase, where did all
that money go, and the sort of things you see in SASS Wire
rants. Misty Moonshine and the board handled them very well.
(Continued on page 16)
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Over 11,000 items

Misty demonstrated considerable calmness under fire,
and the mob put away most of the pitchforks.
Badges?
You don’t need no stinkin’ badges!
On Saturday the security folks at the casino began
to realize there were people in old west clothing wearing badges. For some reason this was bad in a casino,
and suddenly there were large men in security uniforms
stopping us and telling us to take our badges off. Some
did. I know of at least two Texans who didn’t. Long Jim
Hancock (SASS #47369) asked why and the guard said,
“people might mistake it for a police officer’s badge.”
Jim pulled his police badge and ID wallet from his
pocket and said, “like this?” Additionally, some of the
seminars involved guns, and suddenly this became a
bad thing. I saw Coyote Cap and several helpers trying
to get the guns he used in his seminars to his vehicle
without going near the casino. It got worse.
SASS Costume Contest Judging
Then security realized some of us were wearing
swords for the best-dressed costume contest. First
badges, then swords. After the badges thing I knew
wearing a 1860 Cavalry officer’s sword wasn’t going
to work to get from our room to the judging. So we
took a circuitous route avoiding the casino but were
still met by a large man telling me I couldn’t go in the
casino with that sword. Somewhere along the way,
some of the large men went into the judging room and
tried to tell Cat Ballou to shut the contest down because
men were wearing swords. (Note: do not mess with Cat
Ballou.) Cat didn’t go for that program, and swords
continued to be worn throughout the contest and the
banquet. Most conventioneers, not wearing swords,
never knew of this problem. The costume contest judging went very well.
SASS Silver Ball
The catering staff made up for everything security
did to tick off SASS folks. The dinner was fantastic.
The steak was excellent. We stayed at the hotel until
Monday morning and had dinner in Hank’s. I had a
Wagyu filet that cost more than a year’s SASS membership (not counting the rest of the meal), and it was
a little better than the banquet steak, but not much.
The ball included Victorian Dancing led by Miss
Tabitha, of course. It’s a tradition at SASS Conventions.
The costume contest awards were given out at the
ball. For the first time in SASS Convention history a
lady won the military category, but you’ll have to read
that in the Costume Contest article. All in all it was a
spectacular evening, and I made it back to the room
with my sword without having to get blood on it.
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t’s been a while since The Cowboy Chronicle was actually printed
on real (expensive) paper and mailed to every member (at great
expense). Every time I’m at a SASS® match—and about three
times a week on Facebook—someone tells me how they used to
read my articles but they refuse to read them on a computer screen.
(Yes, they tell me on Facebook they refuse to read a computer
screen.) More members have cursed SASS for this decision than
anything since they escaped from California to gun-friendly New
Mexico after (among other things) the 1860 Henry and most of our
rifles were designated “assault rifles” by the California government.
SASS wanted to do a real “dead tree” publication, but after losing $27,000 per MONTH, some changes had to be made. Eventually
SASS was able to figure a way to publish it quarterly in magazine
form. Knowing this was a decision that would be well-received by
conventioneers, Skinny and the SASS staff decided to have copies
for every conventioneer in their packet when they registered.
This was a lot harder than it sounds. Things like deadlines are
considerably earlier when working with printing and mailing companies. Skinny called his high-paid contributors and threatened to
cut our pay in half and/or have us lynched if we didn’t make the
now October deadline for submission. This caused a ripple effect.
For example I had to get Bob Mernickle to get the test rig for the
January “Dispatches,” and he had to flog his workers to get the rig
made and shipped to me, etc. The contributors, advertisers, editor,
and printers came through. Then copies were sent to SASS HQ in
New Mexico… and the package arrived at Edgewood one day after
the staff had to leave for Nevada.

The Thirteenth
SASS Convention . . .

Last SASS Convention
When the SASS Convention started we got a sweetheart deal with the Riviera Casino on the Vegas strip, with
$69 rooms and the run of the place. We had as many as
1200 conventioneers. But as the Riviera declined, so did
convention attendance. At the request of some members,
we tried having it in Branson, Missouri. We did get people
who hadn’t been to a convention before, but we lost an
equal number of west coast members. Then we tried what
should have been a fantastic venue, the historic Menger
Hotel next door to the Alamo in San Antonio. But we were
forced to move it from December to January, which caused
a huge drop in attendance. SASS lost money.
Going back to the Vegas strip just wasn’t possible.
With the NFR Rodeo and Cowboy Christmas the hotels
don’t want more conventions. They’re full. Moving the
convention to another month would interfere with some
major SASS match since they run from January through
November. So we went to Green Valley Ranch. Attendance
didn’t pick up, and SASS lost money. So, sadly, there
won’t be any more SASS Conventions. But it was sure fun
while it lasted.
(More HIGHLIGHTS on page 18)
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THE WOOLY AWARDS

Texas Jack Morales

Cimarron Firearms

Eldorado

Bone Orchard Ammunition

Paradise Pass Regulators

Mernickle Custom Holsters

(More HIGHLIGHTS on page 20)
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EXHIBITORS

(Continued from page 18)

(More HIGHLIGHTS on page 22)
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The DbarJ PARTY
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SEMINARS
Jim Bowie
Evil Roy

Frederick Jackson Turner
Lassiter

!

Deuce Stevens

Shamrock Sadie
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. WE WENT OUT ,
IN GLORIOUS ARRAY!
The Best Dressed Costume Contest
at the 13th Annual SASS Convention

q

q

By Cat Ballou, SASS #55

Photos by Black Jack McGinnis, SASS #2041

Judges

C

Cat Ballou,
SASS #55

ostumes of splendor in a setting of splendor—that
describes the Best Dressed Costume Contest at the
Thirteenth SASS® Convention held Saturday night,
December 5 at the magnificent Green Valley Resort and Spa
in Henderson, Nevada. This year we returned to our roots—
Las Vegas—where our first SASS Convention was held at
the now defunct Frontier Hotel in 2002. The Green Valley
Resort is quite different than the old Frontier—total luxury
and a myriad of amenities for every Conventioneer to enjoy.
For all these Conventions, we have been honored to
have as our sponsor, Wild West Mercantile of Mesa, Ari-

VISIT
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Copper Queen—resplendent in an
1883 gold and violet ball gown.
The Queen told the Judges she was honoring
Nevada’s gold mining heritage also,
since as much gold was mined
SASSNET.COMin the state as silver!

Silver State -Lady

The Judges listen intently to a contestant’s costume description.
(l-r) Cat Ballou, Cowtown Scout, and Texas Flower.
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We Went Out In Glorious Array! . . .

Couples
Second place Couple,
Ginger Rosebud and
Black Knight Streak,
are all “silvered” up.

First place Couple,
Cruzan Confusion and
UK Dane, ready for
a evening at the
Leadville, Colorado
Opera House.

Ginger Rosebud
wears an 1860’s
silver brocade
ball gown accessorized
with proper hair and
jewelry of the era.

Cruzan handmade
her 1887 blue silk
Moire gown, and the
25 attached silk flowers,
and did the inlay work
on Dane’s morning coat
and vest. Superb!

He wears a formal
black suit with tails,
a matching silver vest
and cravat to her
ball gown, diamond
buttons, and
silver spats.

zona. We so appreciate their support of costuming and their
sponsorship of this costume contest for many years. Thanks
so much!
Judging this ultimate of costume contests is never an
easy task, but it is certainly a fun one. This year I wanted to
judge again and I was so happy to have Cowtown Scout,
(SASS #53540) and Texas Flower (SASS #43753) from
Texas accept my invitation to be judges. In addition, Seren(Continued on page 26)

Third place Couple,
Doc Barium and
Edward RS Canby,
also carrying out the
“silver” theme.

Her 1860’s ball gown
is made of a
silver brocade,
her hair and
hair piece
are period correct
and Colonel Canby
wears his
Civil War Union
dress uniform.

VISIT
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ity (SASS #64982) from Canada, a prior winner of many costume contests, asked to sit in and “observe” the judging. Of
course, she did more than observe! Cowtown is our military
expert and I’m always glad to have his expertise when it comes
to correct military attire. And Texas Flower has been so instrumental in updating the SASS Costume Contest Administration

document, as well as always dressing superbly, and being a past
costume winner of numerous costume contests. I was surrounded by experts!
Shotglass (SASS #17153) and Lizzie Marie (SASS
#19774) were our costume wranglers, making certain sign ups
went smoothly.
Categories were Ladies, Gentlemen, Couples, Military, and
our special themed category, Silver State Cowboy and Cowgirl—
(Continued on page 28)

Gentlemen

First place Gentleman,
Will Cheatam, dressed as a
nefarious banker in a
Prince Albert jacket with a flower
in his lapel, an original vintage
“hearing horn,” vintage walking cane,
Elgin pocket watch and
a tall “Pinkerton” hat.
Watch your money when he’s around!

Second place Gentleman,
Kansas Jack Courtney, dressed as
an 1884 veterinarian and dentist,
complete with his 1884 Elgin
railroad pocket watch and cane.
His grandfather was a veterinarian
during the Victorian era and
Kansas Jack showed the judges
his ancestor’s photograph,
dressed as Kansas Jack was.
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Third place Gentleman,
O Bar Freddie, as a
dapper Victorian gentleman
ready for a night at the Opera.

We Went Out In Glorious Array! . . .
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Ladies

First place Lady,
Bloomin Yankee in a
spectacular 1881 “natural form”
gown she made, along with the
red roses adorning the dress,
and the hand pleated bottom ruffle.

Second place Lady,
Seneca Sadie, in an 1870’s
wedding dress with a
beautiful tiara and
period-correct jewelry.
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Third place Lady,
Little Sure Shot, wearing
her hand made1870’s red
and black walking dress and coat,
with a matching “flower pot” hat.
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honoring the silver mining heritage of the Silver State, Nevada.
Rather than describe all the costume winners’ attire in
this article, I thought it best to direct you to the great photos
of the winners. There you will find the description of their winning outfits.
Sadly, all good things must come to an end and this was

probably our last Convention. Declining attendance and increasing costs have made it impossible to continue putting on
this event. I want to thank all the costume participants, costume
judges, and costume helpers who have participated in these 13
SASS Conventions. You all helped elevate costuming to “star”
status within SASS.
So I bid you all a fond “adieu” and hope to see you at the
35th END of TRAIL at Founders Ranch in New Mexico in June.
Don’t miss it!

Military

First place Military,
Miss Mary Spencer, dressed as
Capt. Jennie Attrill a 1909
Canadian Army Medical Corp RN
who also served in WWI as a
combat nurse. She provided
a photo of Capt. Jennie
in her nurse’s uniform
and Miss Spencer’s outfit
is an exact duplicate.
Very impressive!

Second place Military,
Capt. George Baylor, in an 1879
Cavalry ceremonial uniform
with a horsehair topped helmet
and an original 1860’s sword.
Capt. Baylor also provided
an illustration of the uniform.
Capt. Baylor always strives to be
absolutely correct in his uniforms
and accessories.
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Third place Military,
Grey Fox in a 1900 Canadian Royal
Regiment, South Africa, uniform.
He is sporting a medal from his
time in India. Everything is totally
authentic to the time period
and the uniform. Grey Fox always
looks marvelous and always
portrays period correct,
authentic costumes and uniforms.

Silver State

First place Silver State Cowboy,
Captain Cooper in a fantastic
B-Western outfit. He made
and tooled all his leather—
cuffs, chaps, rig and holsters.
Outstanding!

Second place Silver State Cowboy,
Reuben J. Cogburn
looking like John Wayne’s character,
Rooster Cogburn, from the film,
True Grit.
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Third place Silver State Cowboy,
Solomon Star dressed very
1950s B-western and wearing
loads of period silver —
a marvelous vintage Bolo,
silver belt, andeven silver tips
on his boots!

Best Dressed Costume Contest Winners
13th SASS Convention

Ladies:
Bloomin’ Yankee, SASS #70484 (NC)
Seneca Sadie, SASS #88387 (CO)
Little Sure Shot, SASS #6293 (CA)

Gentlemen:
Mild Will Cheatum, SASS #73594 (CA)
Kansas Jack Courtney, SASS #101106
(NV)
O Bar Freddie, SASS #22369 (FL)
Couples:
Cruzan Confusion, SASS #39081
UK Dane, SASS #19478 (CA)

Couples:
Ginger Rosebud, SASS #84868
Black Knight Streak, SASS #84947 (KS)
Doc Barium, SASS #59972
Edward RS Canby, SASS #59971 (NM)

Military:
Miss Mary Spencer, SASS #55147 (BC)
Capt. George Baylor, SASS #24287 (TX)
Grey Fox, SASS #223 (BC)
Silver State Cowboy:
Captain Cooper, SASS #43639 (CA)
Reuben J. Cogburn, SASS #63378 (CA)
Solomon Star, SASS #208 (CA)
VISIT
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Silver State Cowgirl:
Copper Queen, SASS #20449 (UT)

Judges:
Cowtown Scout, SASS #53540 (TX)
Texas Flower, SASS #43753 (TX)
Serenity, SASS #64982 (CAN)
Cat Ballou, SASS #55 (NM)
Costume Wranglers:
Shotglass, SASS #17153 (TX)
Lizzie Marie, SASS #19774 (CA)

Costuming Corner
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SASS Costume Contest
Management and
Administration
Handbook

C

Texas Flower, SASS
Life/Regulator #43753

REVISED JULY 2015 and UPDATED JANUARY 2016

By Texas Flower, SASS Life/Regulator #43753
and Cat Ballou, SASS Life/Regulator #55

ostuming is what makes Cowboy Action Shooting™
unique among all the shooting sports, and dressing in
costume is as important to many SASS® members as the
shooting events themselves. Taken from the SASS Costume
Contest Management and Administration Mission Statement.
*******************************
YES, there is a “SASS Costume Contest Management and
Administration” Handbook on the SASS website! And it was
revised in July 2015 and updated in January 2016. Go to the
SASS HOME PAGE, click on SHOOTERS HANDBOOKS,
then go down and click on COSTUME ADMIN.
The “SASS Costume Contest Management and Administration” Handbook was first published in November 2005. It was
written by a very prestigious group of SASS members who had
a great interest in establishing rules and setting standards for organizing costume contests. The committee consisted of Cat Ballou, Chairperson, Ellsworth T. Kincaid (SASS #6037), Fannie
Kikinshoot (SASS #33693), Huricane with One R (SASS
#19283), Mad Mountain Mike (SASS #4385), Lady Stetson
(SASS #6038), and Tornado Alli (SASS #26303). The purpose
of the handbook was to provide match organizers and costume
contest participants with a consistent set of rules and standards,

VISIT

Cat Ballou,
SASS #55

ensuring uniform costume contests at all SASS events.
To get the guidelines and forms up-to-date with current
SASS costume contest management, the handbook was revised
in July 2015, and it reflected some important changes. Presentation was moved to the end of the scoring criteria. Presentations are no longer required, but a score for presentations can
be used as a tiebreaker, if needed. Knowledge of Costume was
added to the judging criteria on score sheets to be used unless
contestants are judged only on costume appearance. There were
other changes made throughout the guide such as, pre-registration is no longer required and references to “working” costumes
was replaced with “shooting” costumes. State and Divisionals
were added to the matches at which a club is required to “Hold
a SASS Costume Contest utilizing the SASS Costume Contest
Management and Administration Handbook.” The first year a
costume contest requirement was included in State contracts is
2016. Contest forms were revised and can now be filled in and
printed from the website or downloaded and filled in when they
are needed.
After completing the revisions, a seminar for the 2015
SASS Convention was planned based on the revised costume
contest handbook. Cat Ballou and Texas Flower presented the
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SASS Costume Contest Management and Administration Handbook . . .

Questions and comments from seminar attendees
aided in the production of the latest Handbook.
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seminar, “SASS Costume Contest Management and Administration,” on each of
the three convention days. The focus of
the seminar was to stress the importance
of costume contests being well planned
and not an afterthought, and to explain
how the “SASS Costume Contest Management and Administration” Handbook
can help do this. Contest organization,
chairperson’s duties, structuring the contest, categories and rules, judging criteria
and judges, mechanics, and the new fillable contest forms, were discussed. In
January 2016, a few updates were made
to the costume contest handbook based
on suggestions from seminar attendees.
The scoring forms were also updated to
add more writing space.
The “SASS Costume Contest Management and Administration” Handbook
is intended to be a helpful guide ensuring
uniform costume contests throughout
SASS. What works best often depends on
the size of the match/event, facilities
available, and the budget. But, when all
Costume Contest Chairpersons follow
these guidelines and use the same forms,
(Continued on page 32)
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January 2015 Convention Costume Judges, (l-r) Aspen Filly, Cowtown Scout, and Velvet Glove.

contestants will know how to prepare for each and every costume contest and will understand the scoring criteria.
Enjoy the costuming associated with our sport, and remember, “It’s not how good you shoot, it’s how good you
look!”—Cat Ballou.
*******************************
Note: The Internet browser Edge that comes with Windows 10
does not show the fillable areas on the contest forms. You will
need to use Internet Explorer or Chrome to use the fillable
forms. Internet Explorer also comes with Windows 10. Search
the computer using “ie explore” and it will come up at the top
of the search results. You can right click on the option and pin
the icon to the task bar for easy access.
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Some
New Products

S

By Larsen E. Pettifogger, SASS Life #32933

ASS® has spawned a cottage industry of folks making
Cowboy related products. Two of my favorite categories
of products are gun accessories and accessories that
make shooting more enjoyable. This month we have one of
each from TK4B Enterprises or, by their more commonly
known name, SliX (Photo 1).

1

First up, the SliX-Scraper. So why do we need a scraper?
The most popular round in SASS is the .38 Special. However,
the vast majority of firearms we shoot are actually chambered
in .357 magnum and we routinely shoot .38s out of them.
2
The .357 is longer than the .38
Special (Photo 2). As we fire
.38 rounds in a .357 chamber,
lead, powder residue, and carbon build up in the area in front
of the .38 case necks and the
end of the chamber. After several hundred rounds this build
up can reach a point where
VISIT

Larsen E.
Pettifogger,
SASS Life #32933

3

.357 rounds will no longer fit. I
shoot a couple of Lightning reproductions and they will shoot only
.357 cases with bullets seated
within .357 OAL specs. I was digging in the closet and found 2,000
new .357 cases I had forgotten
about so I thought, “what the heck, I’ll shoot .357s out of my
Lightnings, ’73, and Rugers.” The Rugers and ‘73 were “clean”
and functioned perfectly with .38s. Yet when I tried some
loaded .357s in them they wouldn’t quite chamber. Since all I
normally use is .38 brass I never noticed the chambers weren’t
completely clean as all my ammo chambered just fine. This was
especially true on the ‘73 rifle, as it is cleaned from the muzzle
and it is harder to inspect the chamber. Normally, getting all the
fouling out entails a bit of work and time, as the fouling can be
tough stuff. Being lazy, what to do?
Time to turn to the SliX-Scraper! (Photo 3). Removing it
from the bag and its yellow protective sock reveals a little
gizmo that looks like a cross between a .357 shell casing and a
rifle-cleaning jag (Photo 4). It is threaded on one end and has
scrapers machined into the threaded end. The other end is a
rimmed section that replicates a .357 case. Inserting a .357 case
(Continued on page 34)
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5

8
no room to use a screwdriver, a cleaning rod is run down the
bore. Put a finger on the end of the Slix-Scraper to keep it from
getting pushed out of the chamber and thread the cleaning rod
onto the scraper. Now pull up gently on the cleaning rod and turn
it CLOCKWISE. The chamber will be clean in a couple of turns
(when the rim contacts the chamber, Photo 11) and all you have

6

9

10

7

into the chamber on my New Vaquero reveals the problem
caused by the chamber fouling (Photo 5). Simply insert the
SliX-Scraper into the chamber, insert a screwdriver into the
screwdriver slot in the rimmed end of the scraper and turn the
scraper COUNTER CLOCKWISE (Photo 6). A couple of
light turns (remember you are scraping not reaming) and the
crud is gone. The rounds now seat just fine (Photo 7). A rifle
is handled slightly differently.
Photo 8 shows a .357 case in a fouled ‘73 chamber. The
SliX-Scraper is intended to be screwed onto the end of a standard 8-32 cleaning rod (Photo 9). To clean the chamber, insert
the SliX-Scraper into the chamber (Photo 10). Since there is
VISIT
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to do is unscrew the clean12
ing rod and remove the
SliX-Scraper. Next up a
gun accessory.
The SliX-Trigger is
made for the Uberti version of the Winchester ‘73
(Photo 12). It will not
work on a 66 or on a
Henry, as those rifles use a
one-piece trigger. The ‘73
trigger mechanism has a
safety device built into it.
Part of this safety mechanism is a two-piece trigger
with the top part being the
sear and the bottom part
being the actual trigger
portion. The SliX-Trigger
is a replacement for the
lower portion of the ‘73
trigger mechanism (Photo
13). The stock trigger has a
13
lot of curve in it and sits
far back in the trigger
guard (Photo 14). If a
shooter is doing everything
just right (or, more appropriately, just wrong!) the
shooter’s finger can get between the trigger and lever
and can get a nasty bite or be impaled (Photo 15). Frequently,
when someone asks on the SASS wire “is this a drop-in part?”
My response is, it is a drop-in part unless it doesn’t drop in.
When a drop-in part doesn’t drop-in is when someone needs
to be a little gun savvy or to know, as Dirty Harry would say,
their limitations. The SliX-Trigger has similar advice on the
back of the bag. It reads, “Caution: This should be a drop-in
part. If you are not familiar with disassembling your rifle, or
have difficulty installing it, then STOP.” Nuff said. If you are
uncertain about the installation of this or any other “drop-in”

15

part, take your gun to a gunsmith.
We have disassembled several ‘73s in past articles so this
will be an abbreviated version of how to takedown the rifle.
First remove the stock (Photo 16). Then remove the side plates
and links (Photo 17). Next remove the lever and lifter springs,
(Continued on page 36)
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20

18

then the lever, carrier arm, and the carrier (Photo 18). This is
as far as most people go even when doing a detailed cleaning.
However, we are not done. Next remove the two screws at the
lower rear of the receiver (Photo 19). Remove the lower tang.
Sometimes it is tight and easier to remove if you squeeze the
upper and lower tangs together (Photo 20). Remove the hammer spring and then knock out the pin retaining the hammer

21

(Photo 21). Remove the trigger spring and if you have the old
leaf safety spring still installed it will come out with the trigger
spring. (A good upgrade is to get rid of the stiff stock safety
spring and replace it with a wire spring.) Then drive the trigger
pin out (Photo 22).
Photo 23 shows the ‘73’s two-piece trigger. On the top is the

19

22
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25

23

sear and directly below it the new SliX-Trigger. On the right, the
original curved factory trigger (Photo 24) shows the sear installed on top of the trigger and secured by the trigger pin. This
is how the parts should look when reinstalled in the gun. One
way to get everything lined back up is to place the trigger in the
lower tang and start the trigger pin through the left side of the
tang and into the trigger stopping just before the pin goes en-

tirely through the trigger. Then set the sear in place on top of the
trigger and run a punch in through the opposite side to line up
the hole in the sear and hold it in place. Now gently push the pin
the remaining way through the trigger and into the sear and push
the punch out the opposite side (Photo 25). A word of caution
about something to watch for that causes a problem for many
people when they are reassembling the gun. On the back of the
(Continued on page 38)
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Install the carrier, carrier arm, lever, lever screw (do not tighten),
and all the other parts you removed during takedown. Another
potential problem area to watch for—make sure the carrier and
lever springs are on top of their respective cams (Photo 28) and
have not slipped off while tightening their screws (Photo 29).
After the stock is replaced, tighten the tang screw, the lower receiver screws, and the lever screw. Once everything is rein-

Some SliX New Products . . .
(Continued from page 37)

26

27

sear is a small shelf (Photo 26). Make absolutely sure the
trigger spring is on top of this shelf and does not slip under
the shelf when tightening the trigger spring screw.
Take the reassembled lower tang (Photo 27) and install
it into the receiver. Replace the two lower tang screws
(Photo 19). Do not fully tighten these screws at this time.

28

29
Offer expires July 1, 2016
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stalled, the rifle should look like Photo 30. The
straight trigger sits further forward in the trigger
guard and there is a goodly amount of clearance
between the trigger and the top of the lever so
you won’t be mashing your finger anymore
(Photo 31).
Now for the big question, “what is this trigger going to do for ME?” That partially depends
on how YOU shoot your rifle. Shooter one wraps
his thumb around the stock and after pulling the
trigger unwraps his thumb and then leverrrrrrrs
the rifle. Once the lever is completely closed the
shooter re-wraps his thumb around the stock and
then pulls the trigger. Shooter two keeps his
thumb on the right side of the receiver (for a
right handed shooter or on the left side for a left
handed shooter) and simply opens and closes his fingers to
lever the gun and may even keep his trigger finger inside the
trigger guard. As the lever closes, the shooter’s trigger finger
is positioned such that it presses the trigger with little or no
movement of the trigger finger. Aside from eliminating the
possibility of a pinched finger, shooter one will likely see little
or no improvement since his shooting style is simply not conducive to fast shooting. In a game where a tenth of a second
per stage can make the difference between winning and losing,
shooter two might well see significant benefits.
The way I shoot is, I keep my trigger finger motionless. As
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30
the lever closes, my finger automatically presses the trigger, sort
of like the screw in the trigger guard of Chuck Connors’ rifle in
The Rifleman. For me the new trigger feels very natural. Any
shooter who does not wrap their thumb around the receiver and
is seeking to improve their speed should consider the feel of the
SliX straight trigger and the more forward placement of the SliXTrigger. It is an interesting, well-made, all steel option for shooters who want to try to gain a little extra speed from their rifles.
For more information contact SliX at www.cowboygun
parts.com or Desperado bullets at http://cowboybullets.com.
(Continued on page 40)
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June 3rd 4th and 5th 2016
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Wizard
of
the
Saddle
Nathan Bedford Forrest

G

By Big Dave, SASS #55632

eneral Nathan Bedford Forernor agreed to the plan Big Dave, SASS #55632
rest is one of the most controand promoted Forrest to
versial figures from the Civil
lieutenant colonel. The new regiment was called the
War/Reconstruction period. AlThird Tennessee Cavalry. Forrest had no formal military
though he ranks among the most eftraining, but as later events were to prove, he didn’t need
fective cavalry commanders of either
any. He had an instinctive grasp of tactics and strategy.
side, his record is stained by what
He also had a distinct talent for close quarters combat.
happened at the Battle of Fort Pillow,
During the Civil War, Nathan Bedford Forrest perwhere his troops committed the
sonally killed or wounded about 30 opponents with whatwar’s most notorious atrocity. After
ever weapon was available. He was proficient with
the Civil War ended, he became the
handguns, shotguns, and bladed instruments. He was a
first Grand Wizard of the Ku Klux
big man; six feet two inches tall, about 210 pounds and
Klan, an ironic twist to his nickname,
very athletic. He had a ferocious temper as well. You
“Wizard of the Saddle.” Despite the
wouldn’t want to meet him in either a dark alley or a batfact that he later disbanded the Klan
tlefield. Forrest was proud of the fact he never asked his
and repudiated its goals, few people
men to do anything he wouldn’t do—if he sent them into
are aware of that part of the story. If
the fray, he was right there with them. He had 29 horses
Forrest had the ability to baffle his
shot out from under him. He later quipped something to
opponents in battle during the Civil
the effect that he came out of the war, “one horse ahead.”
Nathan Bedford Forrest.
War, he continues to confuse AmeriForrest had some adventures that almost defy belief.
cans today. Some consider him a military genius and a hero; othOnce, while covering the Confederate retreat after the Battle of
ers see him as a war criminal and a hate monger.
Shiloh, he was shot in the back. Though he was wounded and
Although he came from a modest background, Forrest besurrounded by Federal soldiers, Forrest managed to grab a
came one of the wealthiest men in Tennessee. When Forrest
Union infantryman and haul him on top of his horse. He then
was 16, his father, a blacksmith, died of scarlet fever. A few
used the man as a shield so that he could ride back to Confedyears later, in 1841, he went into business with his uncle,
erate lines. When he was almost there, he threw the soldier to
Jonathan Forrest in Hernando, Mississippi. At this time in U.S.
the ground. A doctor later managed to remove the bullet and
history, Mississippi was full of opportunities—the cotton marForrest suffered no permanent damage.
ket was booming. Eventually, Forrest amassed a fortune by
Forrest also killed one of his subordinates with a penknife.
speculating in land, cotton and slaves. He went back to TenIn 1863, a little more than a year after Forrest’s wild ride, an
nessee and resided near Memphis, even though he owned sevartillery lieutenant named Andrew Willis Gould got into an
eral plantations elsewhere.
angry exchange with Forrest because he felt Forrest had quesForrest’s time in Mississippi was profitable but it was not
tioned his bravery. As the argument escalated, Gould reached
without danger. In 1845, his uncle was killed during a brawl
into his pocket for a revolver. Forrest pulled out a penknife and
in Hernando with some of his business rivals, the Matlock
grabbed Gould. Unfortunately for Gould, his revolver got stuck
brothers. Forrest was drawn into the feud and killed two of the
in his jacket pocket. Gould fired through his jacket, hitting Forbrothers with a double-barreled pistol and sliced up two more
rest. Forrest stabbed Gould in chest and mortally wounded him
with a Bowie knife someone had thrown to him. He was in his
before he collapsed.
early twenties at the time, but even then he was not one with
Gould’s bullet passed through Forrest’s abdomen before
whom to trifle.
lodging in his hip. The wound looked worse than it actually was.
About two months after Fort Sumter, in June 1861, Forrest
Meanwhile, Gould was carried out of the room where the fight
joined the Tennessee Mounted Rifles as a private. The unit was
occurred. Forrest got up, went outside, grabbed a revolver from
poorly equipped, and since Forrest could afford to do so, he
a confused trooper and went to finish Gould off. (At this point,
offered to raise and outfit his own cavalry regiment. The gov(Continued on page 42)
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Forrest thought he had received a death wound and decided he wasn’t going to die alone.) Gould was lying
on a table bleeding to death when he saw Forrest come
in. When Gould saw Forrest, he rolled off the table.
Forrest fired and missed. Then someone intervened.
Forrest later calmed down enough to send for a doctor
to help Gould. Nothing could be done for Gould and
he expired. Forrest’s wound proved to be minor.
By the time of this incident (June 1863), Nathan B.
Forrest was famous and had been promoted to the rank
of brigadier general. His exploits in battle were an exception to a lengthy list of defeats and reversals for the
Confederacy in the West. The previous year, he led his
men out of Fort Donelson and escaped after the fort’s
commander had surrendered to forces under General
Ulysses S. Grant. He fought a rearguard action against
Grant’s forces that helped to allow the Confederate
Army to escape after Shiloh. He led a raid into Western
Kentucky and delayed Grant’s Vicksburg campaign.
Forrest harassed Federal forces on their way to Chattanooga. His ability to show up at the worst place at the
The early Klan wore
worst possible time was exasperating to his opponents.
costumes that often varied
Union General William T. Sherman thought Forrest’s
from the traditional
death was essential to the Union cause: “I don’t care if
bed sheet/hood combination.
it costs 10,000 lives and breaks the treasury.”
In December 1863, Forrest received another promotion. He was now a major general. He
launched another raid into Western Kentucky the next year,
and after turning southward, attacked Fort Pillow in Tennessee.
Fort Pillow was located about 40 miles north of Memphis
and had been in Union hands since 1862. (For all intents and
purposes, by 1864, all of that state was controlled by the
Union.) Located on the banks of the Mississippi River, the
fort was garrisoned by an African American regiment and a
regiment of Tennessee Unionists. The numbers of black and
white troops were about equal, but Forrest’s men had no love
for either group. Moreover, the war wasn’t going well for the
South by the spring of 1864 and the men were pretty surly.
Forrest’s men captured Fort Pillow on April 12 1864.
The Union garrison put up a brief but doomed fight—they
were outnumbered three or four to one. Before the final assault, Forrest sent the Union commander a note demanding
surrender that included the statement, “Should my demand
be refused, I cannot be responsible for the fate of your command.” The demand was refused, the fort was stormed, and
things got ugly.
Forrest wasn’t present when the incident occurred. Accounts differ, but the gist of what happened was the remnants
of the garrison tried to flee to a gunboat anchored on the Mississippi. Unfortunately, most of them couldn’t make it in time.
The Union soldiers, black and white alike, tried to surrender
but were killed anyway. It seems Forrest’s men were particularly eager to shoot the black troops. Eighty percent of the
African American troops present at Fort Pillow were killed.
One of Forrest’s men wrote in a letter to his sister, “The
poor deluded negroes [sic] would run up to our men, fall
upon their knees, and with uplifted hands scream for mercy,
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but they were ordered to their feet and then shot down anyway.” The trooper, Achilles Clark, tried to intervene but the
slaughter didn’t end until the Confederates’ rage was spent.
When it was all over, less than 60 out of approximately 300
or so black soldiers were taken captive. A good number of
Unionist Tennesseans were also killed—the killing was by no
means limited to African Americans. Major William Bradford,
who was in command of Fort Pillow when it was stormed, was
also killed after resistance had ceased.
Was Forrest personally responsible? Probably not—the
incident seems to have been spontaneous. It was the ugly act
of an army on the losing side of a war. Certainly there were
racist sentiments involved, but racism was hardly an attitude
exclusive to the Confederacy. (Anyone who doesn’t believe
this should research the New York City draft riots of 1863.)
Nevertheless, when a commander’s troops run amok, he is ultimately responsible for their actions.
General William T. Sherman, commander of the Union
armies in Tennessee, Mississippi and Georgia at the time wrote
in his memoirs, “there is no doubt the feeling of the Southern
people was fearfully savage on this very point of our making
soldiers of their late slaves, and Forrest may have shared the
feeling.” This is probably accurate, but there remains little evidence to tie Forrest directly to the massacre. There are conflicting reports of how he felt about it at the time.
Forrest took part in the closing campaigns of the war and
began to suffer defeats as the steam ran out of the Confederacy.
His greatest service during that period was to cover the Army
of Tennessee’s retreat after the Battle of Nashville in December
1864. There was little left of the Army of Tennessee by then.
The next year was mostly a series of disasters. Forrest was unable to defend Alabama during the spring of 1865. When he
heard of Lee’s surrender, he also chose to throw in the towel.
On May 9 1865 Forrest formally surrendered.
Like many Southerners, Forrest had to rebuild his life
after the war ended. His plantations were wrecked. For a
while, he went into the railroad business, but as one writer observed, he wasn’t as lucky in business as he was in war. The
Marion and Memphis Railroad, of which he was director,
went bankrupt in the 1870s. Forrest’s last occupation was to
oversee a prison work farm.
(Continued on page 44)
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Artist’s depiction of Fort Pillow Massacre.

In 1867, he became Grand Wizard of the Ku Klux Klan,
an organization founded by several ex-Confederate officers.
The name probably comes from an ancient Greek word for circle (kuklos), but opinions vary. Its primary goal was to restore
the South to something that resembled its condition before the
war. There wasn’t any hope of restoring slavery, but the KKK
hoped to keep the freed slaves from participating in the political process and ultimately return them to subservience, if not
actual servitude. The KKK was anti-Northern and anti-Republican as well. It terrorized southern blacks to keep them from
voting because if they did, they would almost surely vote Republican. (The vast majority of white southerners were Democrats then.) However, the KKK also targeted Northerners who
came down to the South to make a profit (carpetbaggers), white
Southerners who had Republican sympathies (scalawags), and
anyone from the Freedmen’s’ Bureau—a federal organization
that was set up to educate and provide assistance to ex-slaves.
The Ku Klux Klan also dispensed a form of vigilante “justice”
in lawless areas.
Not much is known about Forrest’s activities as Grand Wizard. The KKK was a secret organization and Forrest didn’t
speak about it except to deny his involvement. Its methods were
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by no means gentle and if intimidation didn’t work, the Klan
would resort to murder. Forrest would have been sent to prison
if he admitted he was a member, much less a leader. There aren’t
any records of what he may or may not have personally sanctioned. Whatever happened, Forrest wasn’t involved for long—
he is supposed to have joined around 1867 and by 1869 he
officially disbanded the organization, though that wasn’t the end
of it. (The KKK underwent a revival in 1915.)
The KKK’s methods had become increasingly violent and
unproductive by the time Forrest dissolved it. Instead of convincing federal troops to leave, the KKK was causing more
soldiers to be sent southward. This was during the time known
as Reconstruction. Congress and President Andrew Johnson
were embroiled in a nasty fight over how the South was to be
“reconstructed.” Congress was winning, and the majority of
its members chose to treat the South with a firm hand.
Though the Klan had been disbanded, that didn’t bring an
end to violence against African Americans. In 1874, after four
blacks were lynched in Tennessee, Forrest wrote the governor
and offered to hunt down those responsible. He intended “to
exterminate the white marauders who disgrace their race” by
the “cowardly” murder of blacks. This would no doubt come
as a shock to those who dismiss Forrest as the leader of a gang
of white supremacists.
In July 1875, a little more than a year before his death, Forrest was invited to speak at the Independent Order of Pole Bear(Continued on page 46)
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ers Association, which was an organization of African Americans
who advocated racial harmony. Not only did Forrest accept the
invitation, he delivered a speech that was about the last thing on
earth one would expect from a former Grand Wizard. Though the
speech was brief, it was warm and friendly. After accepting a
bouquet of flowers, he said, “You have a right to elect whom you
please; vote for the man you think best.” Toward the conclusion
of the speech, Forrest added, “We have but one flag; let us stand
together.” Needless to say, this didn’t go over well with most
white Southerners.
At a meeting of the Cavalry Survivors Association in Augusta, Georgia, Forrest’s speech was ridiculed and even mocked.
Members of the Cavalry Survivors were especially offended by
the fact Forrest had accepted flowers from a black woman and
responded with nasty innuendoes. There were also insinuations
that Forrest had lost his marbles.
One can’t help but wonder what would have happened if
Forrest had been present when these things were said about him.
Though he was in failing health at the time, Forrest was probably still a force to be reckoned with.
Forrest died from complications of diabetes in October
1877. He and his wife had been living in a log cabin that was
salvaged from one of his pre-war plantations. At his funeral nice
things were said about him. Soon all that was remembered by
most Southerners were his military exploits (this article contains
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Thomas Nast’s cartoon depicts the situation for freed slaves
following in the years after the Civil War.

only a few of them). Scholars tend to give Forrest mixed reviews: they praise his tactics but deplore Fort Pillow and, of
course, his involvement with the KKK.
The average person doesn’t know much about Forrest.
Many think Fort Pillow and the KKK define him. The story is
much more complicated. Recently, his statue in Memphis has
been vandalized. Maybe if the people who did it had been better informed they would have left it alone. But that’s probably
a bit too much to ask these days, given the fact that our society
seems to value emotion far more than it does education and
critical thought.
**********************************
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“They Don’t Really
Get It”?!
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By Colonel Dan, SASS #24025 Life/Regulator

T

Colonel Dan, SASS Life /
Regulator #24025

eam SASS continues to be cooperatively engaged along with our gun organization partners at the national, state
and local levels… but only when and
where SASS ® members have actively
taken up the gauntlet and are carrying on
the fight for our civil right to keep and
bear arms. Bringing on the right people
and teaming with the right groups is of
paramount importance to this ongoing
struggle. Naming Allegiance, a sitting
member of the NRA Board of Directors,
as the Team SASS Deputy Director for
example has been especially beneficial in
many ways, as you can well imagine.
Such alliances not only help in fighting
back the “progressives’” goal of disarming America, it helps in soliciting more
gun owners to actively join the fight—and
I say “fight” instead of trying to “educate
and win over” those anti-gunners who,
some on our side think, just don’t understand how critical the Second Amendment
is to the preservation of freedom.
How many times have you heard this
column’s title phrase in describing that
anti-gun and anti-constitutional element?
I’ve always wondered what it is those on
our side making such a statement think
the anti-gun crowd doesn’t get.
Is it they don’t get the fact guns are
just an inanimate tool and it’s the human
trigger puller who’s really responsible? Is
it the logic of our pro gun side that says
when guns are outlawed, only outlaws
will have guns and thugs zero in on gun
free zones? Is it the truth about how
many lives are saved each year using
guns for self-defense? Is it that the areas

with the most gun friendly laws are the
ones with the least gun crime, while those
with draconian laws top the charts where
gun crime is concerned, e.g. Chicago and
Washington DC? Or is it they just don’t
get or understand the true meaning of the
Second Amendment and what our Founding Fathers meant by it? Do they not understand how very seriously the Founders
felt about the importance of a free society
remaining an armed society if it is in fact
to remain free? As I view the battlefield,
I don’t think it’s any of the above. In fact,
the evidence I’ve seen has decidedly convinced me they do “get it.” At least those
schemers who have the political power to
infringe on our right to keep and bear
arms get it… i.e. Congress, state, and
local government. Shocked that I’m convinced they do get it? Well, hear me out.
We know the facts, the logic, the
truth, and the meaning of the Second
Amendment as well as the intent of our
Founders. Generally speaking, we’re no
more insightful than anyone else in this
country, so the anti-gunners know it
too… they just ignore it. In fact, ignoring
it is a fundamental requirement for them.
Why? They have an entirely separate
agenda that’s not founded on fact, logic,
truth, or the Constitution. Were they to
acknowledge truth, they couldn’t push
their deceitful agenda.
Their agenda is necessarily based on
deceit, driven by the insatiable desire to
control and rule over “We the People.” If
“We the People” keep and bear arms,
their objective of uncontested control is
much more difficult to achieve. History
has shown that the only way to rule with
virtual impunity is to first disarm the
people.
As we’ve seen over many decades,
the anti-constitution crowd always exploits evil, accidents, or random but repeatable acts of violence in order to
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further their ultimate goal of ultimate
control—a goal they can’t truthfully reveal, else their foundation of lies would
quickly crumble.
In my view, what they really don’t
get is the eventual and inevitable outcome of an insatiable desire to rule over
the citizenry and the historically documented results of draconian measures
taken by past tyrants to achieve their
goal. While they know enough history to
realize an unarmed society is required for
totalitarianism, what they repeatedly refuse to accept is that all such rulers inevitably go too far and the people
eventually take corrective measures into
their own hands. Jefferson and Franklin
justified such corrective measures as
“Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to
God.” The eventual rebellion against unjust authority has been a repeatable historical event since Adam was governor of
Eden.
I feel the more appropriate statement
might be, “We just don’t get it,” “we”
being many—not all, but many—on the
pro-gun, pro-constitution side. If “our
side” continues to delude ourselves by
thinking the other side just doesn’t understand our founding principles, we’ll lose
this struggle going away. Why? We’re focused on the wrong target! While we
keep complaining they just don’t get it,
they keep advancing!
When I hear Limbaugh, Hannity,
Levin, and other conservative pundits, including many GOP leaders complain
about the unconstitutional, unjust, unfair,
unfounded, un-American left I say to myself, “Yes, a thousand times YES and we
all know that description to be true… as
does the left. So when are we going to
stop this unproductive complaining about
the entirely obvious, which the left completely ignores, and actually take effective action to STOP them?” We on the
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pro-constitution side are already fully aware what the left has
done over the years and continues doing is everything we
know it to be, but they keep making progress in “fundamentally transforming” America. What’s that tell me? Where the
establishment GOP leadership is concerned, it tells me only
one of two possible explanations rings steel. First, they’re totally inept and stopping the left is far beyond them or second,
they actually want the same powerful, centralized government as the left but just don’t have the guts to openly admit
it. Whichever explanation it is—and I believe it to be the latter—they don’t deserve their elected positions nor our trust,
support and confidence.
Okay Colonel, what’s the answer? Action! We must unite
in pushing back. Just as Team SASS works in close unison
with our NRA partners at the national level and our Team
SASS State Directors and their local clubs do with their state
and local organizations at those levels, we must join forces
at every level to stop the left and send true constitutional conservatives to office that resolutely, emphatically and consistently take a unyielding stand in saying NO. History is very
clear. The advance of tyranny will never stop until it is vigorously stopped by “We the People.” As was Jefferson’s position, laws that are not in accord with the Constitution are
null and void. We should use that same approach at the state
level and nullify these infringements we know to be destructive and outside constitutional bounds. That means we educate ourselves on Article 1 Section 8 (the enumeration
clause), so we understand exactly what the proper role of the
federal government is and should be. We must also develop
the fortitude and demonstrate the necessary resolve in pressuring our respective states to legislatively nullify these
transformative dictates. We know well where their path leads
and if we’re so sheepish as to follow, then we deserve to be
led into their hellhole.
Such a stand requires resolve, dedication and courage,
but it can’t be accomplished solely on the individual level.
An individual standing in the road yelling NO will only end
up as road kill and accomplish nothing. We cannot continue
to send these phony disingenuous “conservatives” to congress term after term and expect different results. The good
thing is, we don’t have to go it alone. There are many proconstitution organizations that can provide the leadership we
need to make that happen—we’ve seen it demonstrated by
the Tea Party movement and our very own Team SASS but
we need much more. A tsunami of constitutional fever must
spread throughout the country applying patriotic heat at
every level of government. How? The left themselves will
ultimately help bring it about by over-reaching, thus pushing
constitutionalists by the tens of millions far enough that we
will refuse to submit to the “professional ruling class.” In
summary, if there’s anything the left doesn’t get it’s this inescapable and inevitable fact of history—tyrants can rule
only as long as the people allow. Soldier on my friends.
********************************
Contact Colonel Dan: coloneldan@bellsouth.net
Colonel Dan’s Blog: http://coloneldan1776.com/
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